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I founded DuVine because I believe in the immersive 

power of bike travel. In more than 20 countries and 50 

regions, DuVine treasures what’s seasonal, special, and 

deeply local. Our bike tours are a way to refresh your 

perception of the world.

Small group sizes allow us to tap into meaningful 

connections across cultures: you may hop off your bike 

to taste sun-warmed grapes with a Bordeaux winemaker, 

sleep in one of nine rooms at the incredibly gorgeous 

La Donaira hotel in southern Spain, or hand-shape the 

perfect piece of orecchiette pasta with our friend Chiara 

at her Apulian masseria. These simple, genuine moments 

leave you with a lasting sense of belonging—both to the 

places you visit and the DuVine family.

We thank you for trusting us with your travels, 

Andy Levine

CEO + Founder

Our mission: for every traveler to experience the 

world by bike.

FROM OUR 
FOUNDER
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When we began offering bike tours 25 years ago, we focused on finding 

fascinating local characters and captivating cultural encounters. Today, we’re 

still obsessed with seeking out life’s simple pleasures to share with our guests. 

What does DuVine do differently? We bypass main roads in favor of going 

off the beaten path, open the doors to places you may never have found on 

your own, and create lasting memories through exquisite hotels, transcendent 

culinary experiences, and kind and passionate people. And when you travel 

with us, your only responsibility is to enjoy the ride.

Our guides aren’t just charismatic hosts 

and experienced cyclists. They’re locals 

who speak the language, know the roads, 

and put their spirit of spontaneity to work 

for you.

Expert Local Guides

We believe every region is revealed 

through its cuisine. That’s why DuVine 

tours have a distinctive gourmet flair: think 

family-run restaurants, intimate cooking 

classes, Michelin-starred meals, and wine 

tastings with vintners.

Culinary-Forward Focus

THE DUVINE
DIFFERENCE

We hand-select luxurious hotels and 

properties that convey the character 

of each destination, from a live-aboard 

Turkish yacht to a fastidious farmhouse in 

Sonoma, California.

Boutique
Accommodations
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Our local Trip Designers open doors and 

find you a seat at the most exclusive tables, 

infusing every itinerary with their lifelong 

connections and personal community.

The price of a DuVine tour includes more 

than any other bike outfitter: our favorite 

accommodations, meals with generous 

wine pairings, après vélo cocktails, high-

end bikes, activities like tastings and truffle 

hunts, and much more. 

To ensure that your experience in the 

saddle is seamless, DuVine is dedicated to 

providing performance bicycles that are 

fitted and tuned for each rider, industry-

leading cycling gear, turn-by-turn GPS, 

and full van support. 

Thoughtful Trip 
Design

More is Included

Top-Quality Bikes 
+ Support

CARBON
NEUTRAL
We believe that bike travel should leave 

little behind, so we’re committed to making 

our tours 100% carbon neutral. DuVine is 

partnering with sustainability company 

South Pole to offset our greenhouse 

gas emissions by supporting third-party 

carbon reduction projects around the 

world. We strive to set an example for a 

greener future, and invite our peers in the 

travel industry to do the same. Learn more 

about our other sustainability initiatives on 

pages 42 and 75.

Bigger Isn’t Always Better

You won’t find smaller group sizes 

anywhere—our scheduled tours 

never exceed 14 guests.



Take one of our existing scheduled departures and 

reserve it for your group —and yours alone.

Any DuVine tour can be made private at your request. 

If you don’t see the date you want, we’ll create one for 

you. Or...

Select from one of our Private-only itineraries.

Our Private-only itineraries are a collection of unique 

adventures that have been perfected using our breadth 

of experience and deep understanding of the region.

Couture vacations are the culmination of our extensive 

expertise. The sky’s the limit for what these custom 

itineraries can include—it’s all completely bespoke based 

on your desires.

Our Trip Designers start with your ideas, then use their 

infinite creativity and local insight to deliver the cycling 

and adventure trip of your dreams.

Make it Private

Go Couture

Anywhere, anytime. You decide. This is your vacation—

where, when, and how you want it, to share with whomever 

you wish. To go private, simply tell us what you have in 

mind and we’ll handle the rest.

PRIVATE 
TOURS

1

2
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Find your 
place at 
the table.



Cinque TerreAmalfi

DISCOVER ITALY
Anyone who’s been to Italy and tasted the pasta (or olive oil, or heirloom grains, or fresh porcini) will 

insist that words fail to capture the nuances of flavor. “It’s just different,” they say. The most treasured 

souvenir from an Italian vacation may be culinary enlightenment, but it’s bike travel that immerses you 

completely in this prolific land of Piedmontese hazelnuts, Nebbiolo grapes, and Sicilian lemons.

Sun-faded pastel homes, steeply terraced 

vineyards, bustling harbors, and hiking 

trails fit together like a puzzle in these five 

vibrant villages. Eat the best trofie al pesto 

you’ll ever have, then work it off while 

pedaling to fishing enclaves and climbing 

ridges high above the Ligurian Sea.

Positano is one of the chicest spots on the 

Amalfi Coast. We’ll show you why while also 

unveiling what lies beyond: the best-kept 

secret of the Cilento Coast, a cheesemaker’s 

heavenly mozzarella di bufala, and off-the-

radar neighborhoods like the one where 

Ernest Hemingway hung out.
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Piedmont Puglia Sardinia

We’ve handpicked the most rewarding routes through the mythical Dolomites, whispering wheat fields 

of Tuscany, and seismic contours of Sicily. Along the way, you’ll gather glimpses of fading dialects 

and culinary traditions kept alive by locals. You’ll be invited to discover the inherent sense of Italian 

hospitality rooted in living well. And on your bike, you’ll be surrounded by breathtaking scenery that 

will stay with you forever.

Dolomites
Just south of the Austrian border, the sheer 

limestone Dolomites are otherworldly in 

their beauty. Though serious cyclists can’t 

resist the siren song of sinuous passes like 

the Stelvio, the Italian Alps have a gentler 

side that includes cowbell serenades, 

wildflower-strewn meadows, and relaxed 

riverside riding.

From Alba to Acqui Terme, Piedmont is 

home to all pleasures of the palate. It’s 

the truffle capital of Italy, birthplace of the 

Slow Food movement, and producer of 

Italian wine’s three big B’s: Barolo, Barbera, 

and Barberesco—all of which is woven into 

the region’s rolling Langhe Hills. 

In Puglia, you’ll encounter farmers shaking 

out their centuries-old olive trees, pause in 

a fishing village for simple grilled seafood, 

and bike a coastal road to a lighthouse at 

the terminus of the entire Italian peninsula. 

It’s no wonder this trip is featured in 

publications like Vogue and Outside. 

Even by Mediterranean standards, 

Sardinia is outstandingly pretty. We love 

the glamorous, jet-set beaches of Costa 

Smeralda, but our hearts are drawn to the 

island’s interior. Here, shepherds tend their 

flock, locals sip mid-day macchiatos, and 

twisty, traffic-free roads traverse farmland 

and forested mountains.

DuVine | Italy
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Sicily Tuscany Veneto

The table is set, the bikes are tuned, and our best bottles are uncorked. No one does Italy quite like 

DuVine. So go ahead—indulge in the trip you’ve always wanted to take. Savor every luscious bite and 

every last mile. 

Tradition is fiercely guarded in Sicily—from 

almond orchards cultivated for generations 

to man-made marvels of architecture 

(think UNESCO-protected cathedrals and 

impeccably preserved Greek temples). As 

you spin from Baroque cities to family-run 

farms, you’re sure to feel the warmth and 

personality of the Old World. 

A classic DuVine destination and Italy at its 

most essential, Tuscany’s green and gold 

landscapes and famous white gravel are 

pure bliss for cyclists. Whimsical hill towns 

tell a fascinating history of pilgrimages, 

plagues, and politics, but it’s the world-

famous wine and handmade meals that stir 

your soul. 

Most of the Veneto lies to the north of 

Venice, where you’ll find the region’s most 

robust and rustic flavors, idyllic bike paths, 

sunsets on Lake Garda, and a legacy of 

Renaissance art. To roam this region is to 

be enraptured by blooms of wisteria, earthy 

aromas of grape must, and moody mists 

billowing off the Mincio River.

View all Italy tours on DuVine.com DuVine | Italy
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Puglia Bike Tour

Highlights Eat

Drink

• Cycle along Italy’s most stunning coastal road to 

the lighthouse in Leuca, at the tip of the Italian 

peninsula

• In the UNESCO-listed town of Alberobello, visit 

our friend Mimmo for lunch at his family’s trullo—

the conical stone dwelling unique to Puglia

• Taste fresh mozzarella at a family-run farm

• Take a cooking class at our friends’ masseria and 

learn to make pasta the traditional way

• Sleep in a restored trullo at a hip new boutique 

hotel in the heart of the Valle d’Itria

6 days / 5 nights Level: 2 Collection: Classic

Artisanal olive oils, fresh 

seafood, orecchiette pasta, 

hand-filled burrata, grilled lamb 

and vegetables, and breads 

baked from ancient grains

Light, refreshing whites like 

Fiano and powerful regional red 

wines including Salice Salentino 

and Primitivo
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A closer look at
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Refresh your
perspective
of the world.



Joie de vivre—literally “the joy of living”—is not just a French expression, but a deeply held philosophy 

that celebrates the petit plaisirs of daily life. More than a turn of phrase, it’s a belief that forms the 

underlying foundation of our tours: conversation with travel companions becomes an art; meals are 

mindful, prepared with respect for ingredients. Above all, riding a bicycle brings back childhood feelings 

of freedom, reminding us of how much happier we are when we make time to play.

Arrive a wine lover, leave a bona fide 

oenophile: our Bordeaux tours are a full-

bodied exploration of French winemaking. 

Easy vineyard routes meander from the 

Médoc to Saint-Émilion while you taste at 

renowned Châteaux and discern the terroir 

with both your palate and your pedal stroke.

Ride the wild expanse of the French Alps 

from Lake Geneva to the Mediterranean 

Sea, crossing off the greatest, hardest, 

and most famous climbs as you go—Alpe 

d’Huez, check; Col du Galibier, done—each 

new challenge like a trophy gathered along 

perfect ribbons of road.

DISCOVER FRANCE

Alps Bordeaux
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Raise your glass in a place we’ve called home 

for over 25 years. Burgundy isn’t just where 

the Grand Cru was born, it’s also where 

DuVine began—because few destinations 

are better suited to vineyard cycling (and we 

always stop to taste the wine).

Burgundy
Corsica is France’s enfant terrible—charmingly 

rebellious and fiercely independent. But the 

island’s untamed nature cements it as cycling’s 

next great destination. Mountains ripple across the 

alpine interior and craggy granite calanques barb 

the turquoise coastline, making the entire Île de 

Beauté your cycling Shangri-la.

Though famous for its painted caves 

at Lascaux, links to history are present 

everywhere in the Dordogne: ride into 

ancient Périgord forests, find Michelin 

dining within the walls of a 14th-century 

castle, and canoe between cliffsides 

sculpted by troglodyte dwellings.

Whether it’s briny oysters in Bordeaux, the sunflower-strewn fields of Provence, or an apéritif of 

Burgundy’s sparkling Crémant, each French region offers a distinctive definition of living well.

Corsica Dordogne 

View all France tours on DuVine.com DuVine | France
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The Loire has long been a land of 

enchantment. Kings and queens occupied 

Renaissance châteaux, ate from ever-

fertile orchards, and drank the wine that 

still ages in cellars across the valley. To 

ride here is to be treated like royalty, 

relishing gastronomic, horticultural, and 

architectural spoils aplenty. 

Loire

Normandy’s beaches saw invasions that changed the world. Since World War II, the region 

has transformed into a tranquil sanctuary on the English Channel where the pace is decidedly 

mellow—order oysters overlooking Mont Saint-Michel or sip cider at a Honfleur inn frequented 

by Claude Monet.

Normandy
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In terms of romance, nothing tops 

Provence: undulating rows of lavender, 

market stalls filled with irresistible finds, 

Provençal picnics, and entire towns the 

color of sunset. From your first sip of rosé 

to your last ride through the Luberon, it 

feels like falling in love. 

Provence 
The untamed frontier that stands between Spain and France features regularly in cycling’s greatest 

race: the Tour de France. Pros have waged legendary battles on cols like the Tourmalet, Aubisque, 

and Aspin—each climb etched in cycling lore, with summits yielding sweet satisfaction to all who 

conquer them.

Pyrenees
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Provence Bike Tour

Highlights Eat

Drink

• Browse the weekly market in Gordes, where local 

producers offer pints of perfect berries, fragrant 

soap, loose spices, and heaps of olives

• Ride through a breadth of Provençal scenery, from 

hilltop villages and lavender fields to the vineyard-

clad Luberon Valley and rocky Alpilles

• Delve into the olive oil industry at a mill in 

Les Alpilles, tasting nuances of the liquid gold 

produced by century-old trees

• Cook classic Provençal dishes in our friend’s home 

kitchen, then dine on her charming terrace

Picholine olives, tapenade, 

ratatouille, Provençal 

bouillabaisse, confectionary 

Calissons d’Aix, fromage de 

chevre, and slow-cooked lamb

Outstanding local wines like 

Châteauneuf-du-Pape and 

Côtes de Provence, plus 

pastis (a traditional anise-

flavored apéritif)
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A closer look at

6 days / 5 nights Level: 3 Collection: Classic
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Connecting southern Portugal to Spain, 

the Algarve guards the Iberian gateway 

to the Atlantic Ocean. Suffice it to say 

beach culture is practically a sport: biking 

is a warm-up for seafood feasts, beach 

club-hopping, spectacular surfing, and 

sunbathing in isolated coves.

Between golden plains and Moorish towns, 

from prehistoric megaliths to thriving 

vines of Aragonês grapes, and with 15th-

century convents reborn as luxury hotels, 

the Alentejo is where old meets new. Go 

beyond Lisbon and explore what locals 

love in Portugal’s cork capital.

Alentejo Algarve

DISCOVER PORTUGAL
What does it mean to fill your cup? If we’re being literal, it might entail a pour of the Douro Valley’s 

dark, luscious Port or a crisp Alentejano wine that complements the tangy local sheep’s cheese. 

But more than that, Portugal’s inviting culture, complex history, thoughtful cuisine, and positively 

unparalleled riding will leave your cup overflowing as you recharge your spirit of adventure beyond 

your wildest imagination.
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The Azores check all boxes of an island 

getaway with a surprising twist. Volcanic 

activity underlies this archipelago, from 

your soothing post-ride soak in hot springs 

to the local stew cooked in steaming 

vents—all the while shaping the terrain that 

makes cycling São Miguel so thrilling.

Azores
The Douro Valley wins visitors over easily. Your moment might arrive on the invigorating descent to 

the Douro River, or over white port and tonics at Six Senses. Perhaps it’s the golden hour glow on 

chestnut canopies, or maybe you’ll be smitten from your first creamy bite of pastéis de nata.

Douro Valley

View all Portugal tours on DuVine.com
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Douro Valley Bike Tour

Highlights Eat

Drink
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A closer look at

• Visit UNESCO World Heritage-listed destinations 

including the town of Guimarães, cradle of the 

nation

• Cycle the Trás-os-Montes region, where lush 

valleys and verdant pastures alternate with striking 

granite formations and scrubby landscapes

• Get aquainted with Port wine during an elegant 

dinner and tasting at a premier Douro winery

• Stay at Portugal’s most exclusive hotels, including 

a grand dame palace and five-star property in the 

vineyards of Lamego

Smoked meats, sharp 

sheep’s cheese, salted cod 

roasted in local olive oil, 

gorgeous fresh fruit, and 

flavorful local vegetables

Hearty Ports with flavors of 

berries and chocolate and a 

new generation of fruit-bomb 

table wines

6 days / 5 nights Level: 3 Collection: Classic
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LOCALS
WE LOVE

This historian is the keeper of 

local lore in UNESCO-listed 

Alberobello, Puglia. After 

showing us the conical trulli 

dwellings of his hometown, his 

mamma prepares lunch in her 

home kitchen.

Female vintners like this 

trailblazer are paving the 

way forward in Portuguese 

winemaking. You’re the 

guest of honor for a white-

glove dinner at her ancestral 

home, an 18th-century 

palace built by King John V.

Supporting Local Communities

We strive to bring tourism into lesser-known 

regions. Our tours stimulate local economies by 

visiting independent artisans, dining at family-

owned restaurants, employing local guides, and 

partnering with small businesses for activities 

that uphold the heritage of each destination.

Truffle hunting is a trade 

handed down through 

generations. In Piedmont, 

search for truffles with 

our friend, then taste the 

treasured morsels with 

pecorino produced at his 

family farmhouse.

Chefs and nonnas across Italy hold the secrets to their region’s pasta. At masserias or in cucinas, 

they’ll teach you to make pici, orecchiette, or trofie—each shape an insight into regional tastes 

and traditions. 
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The Girona province lies between the 

French border and Barcelona, making the 

Costa Brava a cultural melting pot: the 

gastronomic heartland of Catalonia, with 

culinary savor-faire around every table.

And the scenery? Spin through salt-

speckled villages, pretty plains of the 

Empordà, and coastal cols. 

From the tradition of Andalusian 

horsemanship to the historic production 

of sherry, Andalucía pays homage to its 

heritage. But archaic it is not: eco-retreats 

and haciendas have perfected organic 

elegance and our routes visit formerly 

fortified pueblos blancos and towns 

reverberating with the rhythm of Flamenco.

Andalucía Costa Brava

DISCOVER SPAIN
To know Spain is to recognize its surprising contrasts: it’s almost unimaginable that Andalucía’s 

fiercely sunbaked plains exist in proximity to the snowcapped Sierra Nevadas. Surrealist Salvador Dalí 

saw the future of art from his native Catalonia, even though his motherland was imprinted with Greek 

and Moorish artifacts. But despite the juxtaposition, Spain has its constants: welcoming locals, reliable 

riding weather, and—practically everywhere—roads that seem like they’re designed for cyclists alone.
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Mallorca marries Mediterranean luxury with 

some of the most mouthwatering roads on 

the planet—it’s obvious why pro cyclists 

clamor to ride here. The Tramuntana 

Mountains are practically a place of 

pilgrimage, while rides like the Cap de 

Formentor are legendary in their own right.

Many assert that La Rioja is the “real 

Spain”: birthplace of the Spanish language, 

bridge to Basque country, and arguably the 

country’s top wine region. Seekers come to 

conquer the Camino de Santiago on foot 

or by bicycle, but happily find all Spain’s 

highlights here in this single region. 

Mallorca Rioja

Mallorca Bike Tour

Highlights Eat

Drink

• Ride a spectrum of stunning landscapes as you 

climb into the Tramuntana mountain range and 

spin along the shimmering northwest coast

• Explore Pollença, an artists’ hideaway buzzing 

with cafés and galleries, formerly frequented by 

the likes of Winston Churchill and Agatha Christie

• Relax at sublime hotels including the luxurious La 

Residencia and Hotel Castell Son Claret

• Include the Cap de Formentor ride among your 

cycling accomplishments, reaching the lighthouse 

on the island’s eastern peninsula

Paella, fresh citrus and figs, 

olives, sobrasada sausage, 

ensaïmada pastries, and seafood 

like langoustines and locally 

caught fish

Distinctive, locally produced 

wine varietals including Callet 

and Manto Negro, plus young 

white wines like Prensal
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A closer look at
View all Spain tours on DuVine.com

6 days / 5 nights Level: 3 Collection: Classic
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Czechia is where Frank Gehry’s buildings 

sprung up beside Baroque castles; 

where the Wachau Valley’s winegrowing 

potential is flourishing and the Pálava 

biosphere receives UNESCO recognition. 

This constant evolution is ideal for active 

travel, replete with experiences that are 

continuously moving forward.

Imagine a place that combines all your 

favorite parts of Europe. With a maritime 

border shared by Italy, lavender fields in 

Hvar that could pass for Provence, and the 

coastal city of Split borrowing Bohemian 

architecture, Croatia is a veritable highlight 

reel right on the glittering Dalmatian coast. 

Croatia Czech Republic

DISCOVER GREATER EUROPE
Because cycling is second nature in Europe, it’s easy to follow word of mouth to the next great 

discovery. Ride past a café and locals will point you to their favorite place for lunch. While you sample 

the rösti or maybe a meze of dolmas and dips, the neighboring table eagerly recommends the best 

pub for a freshly pulled pint or a castle you simply must see in the countryside. 
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The Cotswolds invite you to escape the 

hurried pace of daily life. Consider the 

meditative movement of bicycling a riff 

on the British tradition of strolling the 

countryside, and find serenity on lovely 

lanes that connect one riverside settlement 

of honey-colored cottages to another.

England
Greek islands dot the Aegean like a string of jewels in the sapphire-blue sea. Your private yacht parts 

the waters—a nod to Homer’s seafaring Odyssey—delivering you to the ride’s départ in sunbleached 

villages. At day’s end, sip ouzo beneath bougainvillea or catch the sunset from a black-sand beach. 

Greece
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From the Ring of Kerry to the Gap of 

Dunloe, Ireland’s verdant beauty is ageless. 

Dublin’s historic streets have been worn 

smooth by the soles of passing pedestrians; 

whiskey is distilled just as it was centuries 

ago. Our tour hits MacGillycuddy’s Reeks, 

Killarney National Park, and all the timeless 

must-dos in between. 

Ireland 

The Dutch have been going about their 

daily business by bike for over 100 years. 

Join them on peaceful paths that pass sea 

dikes, windmills, and canals—best seen 

in tulip season, when the world’s flower 

capital is in bloom (and its perfume is best 

breathed in from your bicycle). 

Holland
Scotland’s ancestry is a point of pride. 

Perfectly manicured links remind you 

that this is the home of golf—especially 

in St. Andrews, where our tour splits the 

difference between swinging on the green 

and shifting gears. Or, dedicate a week 

to cycling the Scottish Highlands, from 

mythical lochs to magical hotels. 

Slovenia’s popularity is moments from 

a meteoric rise. Natural features like the 

Julian Alps, serpentine Soča river, and terra 

rossa terroir are swoon-worthy alone; add 

a boom in high-end dining with a focus on 

sustainable farming, and you’ll see what’s 

winsome about this central European 

shrine to Mother Nature. 

From Scotland to Slovenia, there’s something unexpected around every corner, just waiting for you to 

roll up and find it. Your bicycle may take you through Holland’s tulip fields, to the edge of the Dingle 

peninsula in Ireland, or even to a Turkish Wonder of the Ancient World. 

After all, Europe is the place that gave us the bicycle. The world’s most-watched cycling races transpire 

here each year, and in some cities, nearly a third of residents ride their bike each day to work. It’s no 

wonder that cycling in Europe just seems meant to be—not merely a sport, but a way of life.

Scotland Slovenia

DuVine | Greater Europe
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Switzerland has as many iconic rides as 

France or Italy—plus an extra edge of luxury. 

Bike the Brünig Pass between Interlaken 

and Lucerne and find your rhythm in Alpine 

pastures, then slow down at jet-set hotels or 

in Gstaad’s scrupulous chalets (with a glass 

of white wine in hand). 

Switzerland
Turkey’s Turquoise Coast is awash in mysticism: sail through Bodrum’s secret swimming coves, then 

spin to well-weathered temples and ancient tombs. Every mile transcends time and space—until you 

resurface in tiny towns where the smell of Turkish coffee mingles with salty Mediterranean air.

Turkey

View all Greater Europe tours on DuVine.com
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Switzerland Bike Tour

Highlights Eat

Drink

• Sample Swiss cheese and chocolate right where 

it’s made

• Experience the abundance of outdoor landmarks  

in Interlaken and the meticulous glamour of Gstaad

• Conquer the Brünig Pass, which links the cities of 

Interlaken and Lucerne

• Cycle the shores of Lake Lucerne through quaint 

communities, Alpine pastures, and vineyards of 

Riesling and Sauvignon Blanc

Emmental, Gruyère, Raclette, 

and Appenzeller cheeses; 

fondue, rösti, and excellent 

Swiss chocolates

Outstanding Pinot Noir, 

Chasselas, and white wines from 

the Valais, Lake Geneva, Ticino, 

and Seeland; kirsch, a fruit 

brandy made from cherries, or 

pflüml, made from plums
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A closer look at

6 days / 5 nights Level: 2 Collection: Classic
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But DuVine guides are so much more than that. They’re compassionate, 

open-hearted, and intuitive companions with worldviews built on their 

diverse and fascinating personal histories. Our guide team includes 

former pro cyclists, winemakers, and PhD scholars. They’ve worked in 

Michelin kitchens and helmed cycling publications. Above all, they’re 

local—which translates into personal connections worth sharing—and by 

the end of your tour, they’re family. 

They’re your leaders on and off the road: fixing flats, preparing 

picnics, and cheering you on through a challenge.

MEET OUR GUIDES



If you’ve never spent a summer in Maine, 

let us paint the picture: cool off with an 

afternoon swim in the quarry. Fill your belly 

with buttery lobster rolls. Grab handfuls of 

wild blueberries while hiking. This tour stirs 

joyous childhood memories while speaking 

to your grown-up sensibility.  

The coveted retreat at Blackberry Farm 

is a sublime backdrop to unforgettable 

cycling in the Great Smoky Mountains. In 

addition to the property’s James Beard 

Award-winning restaurant, sumptuous spa, 

and gorgeous grounds, the spectacular 

riding ranges from rolling farm roads to 

European-style climbs.

Blackberry Farm, TN

DISCOVER THE U.S.
Domestic bike tours showcase America’s expansive diversity: some states thickly forested and others 

carved from lunarlike sandstone, linking the sun-drenched vineyards of California wine country to 

canopies of New England’s finest fall foliage, with islands both lushly tropical and coolly coastal—there 

are easily a thousand different worlds encompassed in the land that spans from sea to shining sea. 

Whatever type of vacation you seek, it’s likely you can find it close to home.

Coastal Islands, ME
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It’s hard to believe this pastoral paradise 

is only 100 miles from Manhattan. Sleepy 

towns, fertile farmland, and covered bridges 

are just downriver in Dutchess County—a 

haven of stylish country hotels and home to 

a farm-to-table revival all its own. 

Hudson Valley, NY

On a bike, you’ll follow your senses in each of our U.S. destinations. Chase the sound of a crashing 

waterfall into the jungles of Maui. Ride through grain fields that become the bourbon in your glass at a 

Hudson Valley distillery. And after a full day of cycling, thank your body by melting into a big white bed 

at some of the world’s most beautiful hotels.

Say aloha to the Valley Isle and climb from 

South Maui’s sun-drenched beaches to 

the lush and misty Upcountry. The way 

is paved with tropical trappings: guava 

groves, sacred volcanoes, world-famous 

waves, luxury villas, and Polynesian flavors 

that taste like paradise.

Washington State’s San Juan Islands brim 

with small-town charisma. Our trip spans 

Friday Harbor to Langley, with the best of 

the Pacific Northwest: shucking your own 

oysters, picnicking on Puget Sound, and 

riding to the top of Mount Constitution, 

where on a clear day views stretch far back 

to the shimmering glaciers of Mt. Rainier.

Maui, HI San Juan Islands, WA

DuVine | United States
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Explore the cradle of Civil War America: 

conquer a challenging ride on Skyline 

Drive, stay at a spate of elegant inns and 

manors, uncover Virginia’s unexpected 

gourmet side, and ride Appalachia’s Blue 

Ridge range. With evocative country 

scenery and rides for all abilities, the 

Shenandoah Valley is a cycling paradise.

Shenandoah Valley, VA
On a scenic spin through New England, 

you’re treated to glimpses of Americana at 

its absolute quaintest: leaf-peeping along 

the Ottauquechee River, cheese tastings at 

family-run dairy farms, and rides through 

wide-open spaces where makers like 

microbrewers and glassblowers have found 

ceaseless inspiration.

Zion National Park, crown jewel of the 

Southwest, is nothing if not dramatic—

imagine a wonderland of river valleys, 

vibrant sandstone cliffs, and hanging 

gardens. On this trip we also hike between 

totem-like hoodoos in Bryce Canyon 

National Park and bike by lava flows in 

Snow Canyon State Park.

Woodstock, VT Zion, UT

Whether you’re catching a sunrise in the Southwest or toasting with an up-and-coming vintner in 

Virginia wine country, there’s so much to appreciate in the States. And trust us—America the beautiful 

looks even better from the saddle. 

View all United States tours on DuVine.com DuVine | United States
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This is California from waves to wine 

country. Every mile brings a brand new 

indulgence, be it the boundless blue of the 

Pacific as you cruise along a coastal road, a 

flaky post-ride pastry at a locals-only cafe, 

or an exclusive, just-off-the-vine taste of a 

nouveau Napa Zinfandel.

We’ve hand-picked the Santa Ynez Valley 

and sunny American Riviera’s premier 

parts, making it easy to get into a golden 

state of mind. Lean into the dreamy pink 

sunsets, year-round riding weather, oases 

of hip restaurants, and tasting rooms styled 

with California’s cool Spanish influence.

Santa Barbara, CANapa + Sonoma, CA

Santa Barbara + Ojai Bike Tour

Highlights Eat

Drink

• Ride beside the Pacific Ocean and pedal on 

inviting bike paths, surrounded by quintessential 

California palm trees, tangerine orchards, and 

sunflower fields

• Discover Santa Ynez Valley vineyards, which yield 

grapes from the Rhone Valley, Burgundy, and 

Bordeaux—all thriving within miles of each other

• Taste the produce of the Central Coast, which 

shines as the centerpiece of California cuisine

• Watch a prismatic sunset over the Topatopa 

Mountains from our dreamy luxury resort in Ojai

6 days / 5 nights Level: 2 Collection: Classic

Farm-to-table produce, creative 

California cuisine, Solvang’s 

famous pastries, grass-fed beef, 

and flavorful olive oil made in Ojai

Cooler-climate wines like 

Chardonnay and Pinot Noir 

from the Santa Rita Hills, Rhone 

varietals from Santa Ynez, 

Cabernet from Happy Canyon

A
 c
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r 
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A closer look at
View all California tours on DuVine.com
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The rainbow nation is a tapestry of 

languages, backgrounds, and beliefs 

interwoven with landmarks like Table 

Mountain and Chapman’s Peak. Explore the 

Western Cape and Winelands by mountain 

bike, discovering not only Afrikaner 

traditions and communities but a modern 

art and culinary movement. 

Like the spices, fruits, and flowers arranged 

for sale in its famous souks, Morocco 

is effusively beautiful and beguiling to 

the senses. Entrust your bicycle to lift 

the veil on the vitality of North Africa, 

where mornings might begin with a hike 

to remote Berber villages and days end 

beneath the desert stars.

South AfricaMorocco

DISCOVER AFRICA
Africa is as multifaceted as its many different hues: the crimson in a glass of Pinotage, the terra cotta 

of the kasbah fortress, the shocking swaths of green at the base of Morocco’s Toubkal Mountain, or the 

great blue mouth of the Atlantic in Hout Bay, South Africa. Whether you’re interested in heading north 

to ramble the Atlas foothills and ancient cities or traveling south to see where traditions mingle in Cape 

Town, we’ll show you the pleasures of sundowners, souks, and single tracks from the saddle. 
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Pura vida is more than just a slogan: it’s 

a reminder to appreciate the adventure 

that is cycling Costa Rica’s rainforest trails, 

rafting the Sarapiqui River, or surfing 

Tamarindo Bay. In effect: stop and savor 

the beaches, be mindful of the biodiversity, 

and discover every little pleasure by bike. 

Sandwiched between the Pacific Ocean 

and the Andes, Chile is a playground for 

admirers of the natural world. Our tour of 

the Lakes and Volcanoes district reveals 

the snow-capped Osorno volcano, glassy 

freshwater lakes, and dramatic waterfalls—

plus Patagonia’s premier eco-chic hotels. 

Costa RicaChile

DISCOVER LATIN AMERICA
DuVine’s Latin America trips are some of the most adventurous because there’s no one way to embody 

the breadth of natural splendor: mountains to coasts; rainforests to cloud forests; volcanoes to vineyards. 

South and Central America have long been mindful of preserving the environmental treasures that 

define and differentiate their countries. What better way to honor this colorful, unspoiled region—while 

still covering plenty of ground—than touring it by bicycle, one of the lowest-impact methods of travel?

With knockout coastlines, sophisticated 

wine bodegas, and the buzzy capital of 

Montevideo, Uruguay is a dreamlike setting 

for bike travel in South America. Take a 

tango lesson or a cooking class; sip Tannat 

or sample asado—here, the countryside 

is just as dynamic as the cobblestoned 

historic cities. 

Uruguay

View all Africa + Latin America tours on DuVine.com
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BIKES + GEAR

Cannondale Synapse Carbon Disc Ultegra Di2

Light, fast, and elegantly designed, the 

Cannondale Synapse Carbon Disc Ultegra 

Di2 is the ultimate machine for full days 

of riding. Along with its comfortable 

geometry, this bike’s micro-suspension 

system smooths road vibrations while 

Shimano’s Ultegra Di2 supplies you with 

touch-of-a-button electronic shifting. 

The Cannondale Quick Neo provides an 

extra boost to your own pedal power 

so you can ride longer distances, tackle 

tougher climbs, and maintain a faster 

pace. Electric assist is an excellent option 

if your heart is set on exploring a region 

with more challenging cycling. 

European bikes may vary depending on destination.

Our Cannondale Quick 1 Disc and 

Specialized Sirrus Comp Disc hybrid 

bikes are tailored to the DuVine guest. A 

compact crank makes for easy spinning 

and the tires are wider than a road bike 

(but not too heavy!) for a happy medium 

between stability and performance. 

European Road Bike

European + U.S. Hybrid Bike

European E-Bike

Cannondale Quick Neo

Cannondale Quick 1 Disc

The world’s best bike tours require the highest quality bicycles. Elevate your love for cycling on our top-

of-the-line fleet, tuned to perfection and fit specifically to you. With performance rides from premier 

manufacturers, your sole focus is enjoying exceptional roads and beautiful landscapes from the seat of 

your bike. 

Ventum Custom Road Bike

Lightweight yet sturdy, Specialized’s 

Turbo Vado SL 4.0 EQ kicks in with an 

extra boost of long-range power thanks 

to a fully-integrated battery and custom 

motor. Tick along the flats effortlessly 

and float up climbs—this versatile bike is 

ready to tame every type of terrain.

Wherever our travels take us, we use 

bikes best-suited to the local terrain. 

For tours in the rest of the world, please 

check the bike details provided on each 

tour page on DuVine.com.

U.S. E-Bike

Our Fleet in the Rest of the World

Specialized Turbo Vado SL 4.0 EQ

Gear Included on Tour Biodegradable Water Bottles

Italian brand Elite Cycling 

makes our complimentary 

biodegradable water bottles from 

BPA-free plastic. Intended for 

reuse, each bottle decomposes in 

as little as three months.  

Our Ventum road bike is tailored 

to guests who want a nimble ride. 

Aerodynamically engineered for cruising 

comfort on the flats, this featherweight, 

Di2-equipped machine offers slack 

steering, wide tires, and a compact 

cockpit so you can conquer climbs and 

kick back on descents. 

U.S. Road Bike
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We believe that cycling is for everyone, so our itineraries are 

designed to accommodate all types of travelers—from cycling 

newcomers to avid riders and everyone in between.

On tour, our daily routes include longer and shorter ride options. 

If you’re a dedicated cyclist but love a leisurely destination, our 

guides are happy to take you out for extra miles. And you can 

always rely on our support van, which sweeps the route for 

mechanical support, refreshments, or a lift if you need it. 

LEVELS

Recreational Cyclists

Perfect for those who are generally active

Intermediate Cyclists

Add extra rides for a greater challenge

Advanced Cyclists

Add extra rides, but expect a leisurely pace

Recreational Cyclists

Prepare with some training prior to tour

Intermediate Cyclists

The ideal level—add extra rides, if desired

Advanced Cyclists

Take advantage of extra rides

Average Daily Elevation:

105-350 meters

Average Daily Distance:

15-30 miles

Average Daily Elevation: 

300-500 meters

Average Daily Distance: 

15-35 miles

LEVEL 1 LEVEL 2

Recreational Cyclists

Train in advance and use the support van

Intermediate Cyclists

The perfect challenge

Advanced Cyclists

Enjoy the rolling terrain or add extra rides

Recreational Cyclists

Not recommended

Intermediate Cyclists

Not recommended without serious training

Advanced Cyclists

Become a stronger cyclist by pushing 

yourself to new levels

Average Daily Elevation:

450-725 meters

Average Daily Distance:

15-40 miles

Average Daily Elevation:

1,070-2,130 meters 

Average Daily Distance:

50-60 miles

LEVEL 3 LEVEL 4
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CLASSIC

SPECIALTY

FAMILY

+ADVENTURE

Our signature itineraries are perfected to be a unique 

expression of every region. We proudly hand-select 

distinctive routes, activities, meals, and hotels for the 

most inimitable experience in every destination.

These culinary tours feed the appetite of any foodie. 

Delve into regional cuisine through cooking classes, 

hands-on harvests, seasonal tastings, and the chance 

to rub shoulders with chefs and sommeliers.

Form lifelong memories on a private vacation 

designed specifically for your family. All-ages 

activities are fun for everyone and encourage you to 

connect over shared accomplishments.

With two or more days of activities that go beyond 

the bike, our most action-packed trips deliver a 

multi-sport experience. In addition to cycling, you’ll 

be hiking, kayaking, skiing, snorkeling, and more. 

We consider every type of traveler when designing 

our bike trips. Each tour collection celebrates a 

specific interest so you can pick a vacation based on 

your favorite pursuits.

Trips That Fit Your Schedule 

Seeking a quick getaway or an active 

experience to enhance your existing travel 

plans? 4-day tours are a short-and-sweet 

alternative to our weeklong trips.  

Collections
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Explore coasts and islands by land and by sea: Cycle + 

Sail tours are centered around the accommodations and 

amenities of a lavish private yacht staffed with a dedicated 

crew. Depart for daily rides, then return to secluded 

moorings to swim, dine under the stars, and sleep on 

board. It’s seafaring in style for a whole new perspective 

on island-hopping.

Croatian Isles

Burgundy River Cruise

Greek Isles

Sardinia

Turkey

An Adriatic Adventure: Sail from Split to Hvar

The Grand Cru Experience with Belmond

Sail the Aegean: Kos, Symi, Bodrum, + Beyond

Journey the Emerald Waters of Italy’s Hidden Island

Sail the Mediterranean and Aegean Coasts to Bodrum

CYCLE + SAIL

Collections

Find your Cycle + Sail tour on DuVine.com
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Sometimes the best escapes just feel like home. Villas 

are the final word in flexibility for full-service group or 

family travel: enjoy total privacy, plenty of amenities, 

and proximity to the region’s best riding. Add a private 

chef to enjoy meals on your own time and decide how to 

spend each day as it comes. Unpack once, indulge your 

spontaneous side, and enjoy the ride.

Maui

Napa Valley

Tuscany

Provence

Mallorca

A Private Hawaiian Island Ride + Retreat

A Private California Wine Country Ride + Retreat

A Private Countryside Ride + Retreat

A Private Luberon Valley Ride + Retreat

A Private Mediterranean Ride + Retreat

VILLAS

Collections
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Test your mettle on legendary cycling routes around the 

world where the climb is king. Designed with performance 

cyclists in mind, support includes top-of-the-line bikes, 

rejuvenating meals, and the expertise of pro cyclist 

guides who are the best in the business. Race series rides 

are dictated by iconic races like the TDF and the Strade 

Bianche, while our epic Journey tours conquer mythical 

routes from point to point.

Alps

Journey

Race

Pyrenees

Strade Bianche

Dolomites

Italian Coast-to-Coast

Switzerland

TDF

Conquer Legendary Cols of the French Alps

Traverse France’s Untamed Frontier

White Gravel in Tuscany with USA Cycling Foundation

Otherworldly Scenery and Undiscovered Terrain

Terrain and Terroir: Epic Cycling for Epicures

Lake Geneva to Lake Como

Chasing the Yellow Jersey to the Champs-Élysées

CHALLENGE

Collections
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Visit duvine.com

Follow us @duvine

Watch our videos

CONNECT

WITH US

SCAN TO

+1 888 396 5383 
info@duvine.com

Where will you 
go next?
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